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Linear Quantum Feedback Networks
J.E. Gough R. Gohm M. Yanagisawa
(Dated: June 9, 2009)
The mathematical theory of quantum feedback networks has recently been developed [5] for
general open quantum dynamical systems interacting with bosonic input fields. In this article
we show, for the special case of linear dynamical Markovian systems with instantaneous feedback
connections, that the transfer functions can be deduced and agree with the algebraic rules obtained
in the nonlinear case. Using these rules, we derive the transfer functions for linear quantum systems
in series, in cascade, and in feedback arrangements mediated by beam splitter devices.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to deduce the algebraic rules
for determining the dynamical characteristics of a pre-
scribed network consisting of specified quantum oscil-
lator systems connected by input-output fields [1], [2].
Physical models include cavity systems or local quantum
oscillators with a quantum optical field. The resulting
dynamics is linear, and the analysis is carried out using
transfer function techniques [3], [4]. The rules have been
recently deduced in [5] in the general setting for nonlinear
quantum dynamical systems by first constructing a net-
work Hamiltonian and transferring to the interaction pic-
ture with respect to the free flow of the fields around the
network channels. However it is of interest to restrict to
linear systems for two main reasons. Firstly, the deriva-
tion here for linear systems proceeds by an alternative
method to the general nonlinear case, and we are able to
confirm the restriction of the nonlinear formula to linear
systems yields the same result. Secondly, linear systems
are the most tractable and, therefore, most widely stud-
ied models in classical control theory and so it is natural
to develop these further. There has been recent interest
in the development of coherent, or fully quantum control
for linear systems [6]-[10] and this paper contributes by
establishing the algebraic rules for building networks of
such devices.
II. LINEAR QUANTUM MARKOV MODELS
The dynamical evolution of a quantum system is deter-
mined by a family of unitaries {V (t, s) : t ≥ s} satisfying
the propagation law V (t3, t2)V (t2, t1) = V (t3, t1) where
t3 ≥ t2 ≥ t1. The evolution of a state from time s to a
later time t being then given by ψ (t) = V (t, s)ψ (s). In a
Markov model we factor the underlying Hilbert space as
h⊗E representing the system and its environment respec-
tively and the unitary V (t, s) couples the system specifi-
cally with the degrees of freedom of the environment act-
ing between times s and t. For a bosonic environment,
we introduce input processes bi (t) for i = 1, · · · , n with
the canonical commutation relations, [1],[
bi (t) , b
†
j (s)
]
= δij δ (t− s) . (1)
It is convenient to assemble these into the following col-
umn vectors of length n
bin (t) =
 b1 (t)...
bn (t)
 . (2)
For a Markov evolution V (t, s) can be described equiv-
alently by the chronological-ordered and Wick-ordered
expressions
~T exp−i
∫ t
s
Υ (τ) dτ ≡ : exp−i
∫ t
s
ΥWick (τ) dτ :
where the stochastic Hamiltonian is (with E†ij = Eji and
K† = K)
Υ (t) =
n∑
i,j=1
Eij ⊗ b†i (t) bj (t)
+
n∑
i=1
Fi ⊗ b†i (t) +
n∑
j=1
F †j ⊗ bj (t) +K ⊗ 1,
and the Wick-ordered generator is given by [13]
−iΥWick (t) =
n∑
i,j=1
(Sij − δij)⊗ b†i (t) bj (t)
+
n∑
i=1
Li ⊗ b†i (t)−
n∑
i,j=1
L†iSij ⊗ bj (t)
−(1
2
n∑
i=1
L†iLi + iH)⊗ 1.
The Wick-ordered coefficients are given by the
Stratonovich-Ito conversion formulae, see appendix,
S =
1− i2E
1 + i2E
, L = −i 1
1 + i2E
F,
H = K +
1
2
ImF
1
1 + i2E
F †. (3)
Note that H is selfadjoint, and that S is a unitary matrix
whose entries are operators on h:
∑n
k=1 SikS
†
jk = δij =
2∑n
k=1 S
†
kiSkj . In fact, we may write S = e
−iJ with J =
2 arctan
E
2
. In the following, we shall omit the tensor
product symbol and write simply X for any operator of
the form X⊗1 acting trivially on the environment space.
In differential form we have (summation over repeated
indices)
d
dt
V (t, s) = −i : ΥWick (t)V (t, s) :
≡ b†i (t) (Sij − δij)V (t, s) bj (t) + b†i (t)LiV (t, s)
−L†iSijV (t, s) bj (t)−
(
1
2
L†iLi − iH
)
V (t, s) .
Note that all the creators appear on the left and all anni-
hilators on the right. This equation can be interpreted as
a quantum stochastic differential equation [1], [11], [12].
We sketch the system plus field as a two port device
having an input and an output port.
ff ffd d input, binsystemoutput, bout
Figure 1: input-output component
The output fields are defined by bouti (t) =
V (t, 0)† bi (t)V (t, 0) and we have the input-output re-
lation, see appendix for the derivation in the Hudson-
Parthasarathy calculus [11],
bouti (t) =
n∑
j=1
Sij (t) bj (t) + Li (t) ,
where Sij (t) = V (t, 0)
†
SijV (t, 0) and Li (t) =
V (t, 0)† LiV (t, 0). More compactly, bout (t) =
S (t)bin (t) + L (t).
Let X be a fixed operator of the system and set
X (t, t0) = V (t, t0)
†
XV (t, t0), then we obtain the
Heisenberg-Langevin equation (summation convention)
d
dt
X (t, t0) = V (t, t0)
† 1
i
[X,Υ (t)]V (t, t0)
= b†i (t)V (t, t0)
†
(
S†kiXSkj − δijX
)
V (t, t0) bj (t)
+b†i (t)V (t, t0)
†
S†ki [X,Lk]V (t, t0)
+V (t, t0)
† [L†i , X]SijV (t, t0) bj (t)
+V (t, t0)
† {L (X)− i [X,H]}V (t, t0) ,
where L (X) = 12L†k [X,Lk] + 12 [L†k, X]Lk. (Again, see
appendix for the derivation in the Hudson-Parthasarathy
calculus.) Note that the final term does not involve the
input noises, and that the expression in braces is a Lind-
bladian. In the special case where S = 1, this equation
reduces to the class of Heisenberg-Langevin equations in-
troduced by Gardiner [1].
A. Linear Models
We consider a quantum mechanical system consisting
of a family of harmonic oscillators {aj : j = 1, · · · ,m}
with canonical commutation relations [aj , ak] = 0 =[
a†j , a
†
k
]
and
[
aj , a
†
k
]
= δjk. We collect into column vec-
tors:
a =
 a1...
am
 . (4)
Our interest is in the general linear open dynamical
system and this corresponds to the following situation:
1) The Sjk are scalars.
2) The L′js are linear, i.e., there exist constants cjk
such that Lj ≡
∑
k cjkak.
3) H is quadratic, i.e., there exist constants ωjk such
that H =
∑
jk a
†
jωjkak.
The complex damping is 12L
†L + iH = −a†Aa where
A = − 12C†C − iΩ with C = (cjk) and Ω = (ωjk). Note
that Ω = Ω† because H is selfadjoint, hence − 12C†C ≤ 0
is the real part of A.
Lemma 1: The spectrum spec(A) of A is contained
in the closed left half plane. If C is invertible then the
spectrum of A is contained in the open left half plane (we
call this the stable case).
Proof: By the Bendixson-Hirsch theorem (see Prob-
lem 214 in [14])
spec(A) ⊂W (Re(A)) + iW (Im(A)),
where W (·) denotes the numerical range of an operator.
In our case Re(A) is non-positive (strictly negative if C
is invertible) and the result follows. 
The Heisenberg-Langevin equations for a (t) =
V (t, 0)aV (t, 0) and input-output relations then simplify
down to
a˙ (t) = Aa (t)− C†Sb(t), (5)
bout (t) = Sb (t) + Ca (t) . (6)
These linear equations are amenable to Laplace trans-
form techniques [3],[4]. We define for Res > 0
Cˆ (s) =
∫ ∞
0
e−stC (t) dt, (7)
where C is now any of our stochastic processes. Note
that ̂˙a (s) = saˆ (s)− a. We find that
aˆ (s) = − (sIm −A)−1 C†Sbˆin (s) + (sIm −A)−1 a,
bˆout (s) = Sbˆin (s) + Caˆ (s) .
3The operator aˆ (s) can be eliminated entirely to give
bˆout (s) = Ξ (s) bˆin (s) + ξ (s)a (8)
where the transfer matrix function is
Ξ (s) = S − C (sIm −A)−1 C†S (9)
and ξ (s) = C (sIm −A)−1.
As an example, consider a single mode cavity coupling
to the input field via L =
√
γa, and with Hamiltonian
H = ωa†a. This implies A = −(γ2 + iω) and C =
√
γ.
If the output picks up an additional phase S = eiφ, the
corresponding transfer function is then computed to be
Ξcavity (s) = eiφ
s+ iω − γ2
s+ iω + γ2
. (10)
B. The Transfer Matrix Function
The models we consider are therefore determined com-
pletely by the matrices (S,C,Ω) with S ∈ Cn×n, C ∈
Cn×m and Ω ∈ Cm×m. We shall use the convention[
A B
C D
]
(s) = D + C (s−A)−1B for matrices A ∈
Cm×m, B ∈ Cm×n, C ∈ Cn×m and D ∈ Cn×n, and write
the transfer matrix function as
Ξ (s) =
[
A −C†S
C S
]
(s) , (11)
where A = − 12C†C − iΩ. We note the decomposition
Ξ =
[
In − C (sIm −A)−1 C†
]
S ≡
[
A −C†
C In
]
S.
In the simplest case of a single cavity mode we have
Ξcavity (s) =
[−γ2 − iω −√γeiφ√
γ eiφ
]
(s) .
Lemma 2: For each ω ∈ R, the transfer function
Ξ (iω) ≡ Ξ (0+ + iω) is unitary whenever it exists.
Proof : The decomposition follows immediately from
(11). We have then for instance Ξ (0+ + iω) Ξ (0+ + iω)†
equal to[
I − C 11
2C
†C + iΩ′
C†
] [
I − C 11
2C
†C − iΩ′C
†
]
= I − C 11
2C
†C + iΩ′
X
1
1
2C
†C − iΩ′C
†,
where Ω′ = Ω + ω and
X =
1
2
C†C + iΩ′ +
1
2
C†C − iΩ′ − C†C ≡ 0.
The relation Ξ (0+ + iω) Ξ (0+ + iω)† = I is similarly es-
tablished. 
Lemma 3: If A is a function of C†C then
Ξ (s) =
s+ A˜†
s− A˜ S,
where A˜ is a function of CC† and Ξ may be analytically
continued into the whole complex plane.
Proof: Here we must have A = − 12C†C − iε
(
C†C
)
where ε is a real-valued function. We set A˜ =
− 12CC† − iε
(
CC†
)
. From the identity Cf
(
C†C
)
C† =
f
(
CC†
)
CC† for suitable analytic functions f , we have
Ξ (s) ≡
[
I − 1
s−A˜CC
†
]
S and so
(
s− A˜
)
Ξ (s) =
(
s− A˜− CC†
)
S ≡
(
s+ A˜†
)
S.

The hermitean matrices C†C and CC† will have the
same set of eigenvalues: to see this, suppose that φ is a
non-zero unit eigenvector of CC† with eigenvalue γ, then
ψ = γ−1/2C†φ is a unit eigenvector of C†C with the same
eigenvalue, conversely, every eigenvector ψ of C†C with
non-zero eigenvalue γ gives rise to a nonzero eigenvector
φ = γ−1/2Cψ of CC†.
Let CC† have the spectral form
∑
k γkEk with real
eigenvalues γk and corresponding eigen-projectors Ek,
giving a resolution of identity
∑
k Ek = 1, then we have
Ξ (s) =
∑
k
s− 12γk + iεk
s+ 12γk + iεk
EkS,
where εk = ε (γk). In particular, the rational fraction
is of modulus unity for imaginary s (= iω) and we may
write
Ξ
(
0+ + iω
)
=
∑
k
eiφk(ω)EkS
where φk (ω) = arg
i(ω+εk)−γk/2
i(ω+εk)+γk/2
. Note that Ξ (0+ + iω)
is clearly unitary and the limit ω → 0 is well-defined.
This limit will equal −S in the special case that A is
selfadjoint (i.e., ε ≡ 0). Ξ may be analytically continued
into the negative-real part of the complex plane. The
poles of Ξ then form the resolvent set of A˜, and the zeroes
are obtained by reflection about the imaginary axis.
C. Gauge Invariance
We have not considered the most general form of linear
model here. Let T be a unitary m×m matrix and con-
sider the transformation a′ = Ta defining new canonical
operators. We find that L = C ′a′, H = a′†Ω′a′ where
4C ′ = CT † and Ω′ = TΩT †. The equations are covariant
under these transformations and we have the equivalence[
A −C†S
C S
]
=
[
TAT † −TC†S
CT † S
]
.
If we have however, Li =
∑
j cijaj +
∑
j dija
†
j and/or
H =
∑
ij(ωija
†
iaj + εijaiaj + εija
†
ia
†
j) we then generate a
linear (now in terms of both the creator and annihilator
operators), but non gauge invariant dynamics. This is of
importance in discussing issues such as squeezing, but we
will not pursue this in this paper.
III. INTRODUCING CONNECTIONS
The situation depicted in the figure below is one where
(some of) the output channels are fed back into the sys-
tem as an input. Prior to the connection between output
port(s) si and input port(s) ri being made, we may model
the component as having the total input bin =
(
bini
bine
)
and total output bout =
(
bouti
boute
)
where the binj and b
out
j
may be multi-dimensional noises (we in fact only require
the multiplicities to agree for j = i, e respectively).
ff ff
-
ee eesesi reri
figure 2: A quantum system with feedback
The transfer matrix function takes the general form
Ξ ≡
A −∑j C†j Sji −∑j C†j SjeCi Sii Sie
Ce Sei See
 .
When we make the connection, we impose the various
constraints binri(k) (t) = b
out
si(j)
(t− τ) where output field la-
belled si (j) is to be connected to the input field ri (k)
where τ > 0 is the time delay. We assume the idealized
situation of instantaneous feedback τ → 0+. To avoid
having to match up the labels of the internal channels,
it is more convenient to introduce a fixed labelling and
write
bouti
(
t−
)
= ηbini (t)
where η is the adjacency matrix:
ηsr =
{
1, if (s, r) is an internal channel,
0, otherwise.
The model with connections is then a reduction of the
original and the remaining external fields are the inputs
bine and the outputs b
out
e .
Theorem 1: Let (η − Sii) be invertible. The feedback
system described above has input-output relation bˆoute =
Ξredbˆine + ξreda and the reduced transfer matrix function
Ξred ≡
[
Ared −C†redSred
Cred Sred
]
, ξred ≡ Cred 1
s−Ared ,
where
Sred = See + Sei (η − Sii)−1 Sie,
Cred = Sei (η − Sii)−1 Ci + Ce,
Ared = A−
∑
j=i,e
C†j Sji (η − Sii)−1 Ci. (12)
Proof: The dynamical equations can be written as
a˙ (t) = Aa (t)−
∑
j,k
C†j Sjkb
in
k (t) ,
boutj (t) =
∑
k=i,e
Sjkbink (t) + Cja (t) .
Now the constraint ηbini = b
out
i implies that
bini (t) = (η − Sii)−1 (Siebine (t) + Cia (t)),
and so
a˙ (t) = [A−
∑
j=i,e
C†j Sji (η − Sii)−1 Ci]a (t)
−
∑
j=i,e
C†j
(
Sje + Sji (η − Sii)−1 Sie
)
bine (t)
or
aˆ (s) =
−1
s−Ared
∑
j=i,e
C†j
(
Sje + Sji
1
η − SiiSie
)
bˆe (s)
+
1
s−Ared a,
with Ared as above. Consequently,
bˆoute = Seibˆ
in
i + Seebˆ
in
e + Ceaˆ
= Sredbˆine + Credaˆ
= Ξredbˆine + ξreda
where
Ξred = Sred −
∑
j=i,e
Cred
1
s−AredC
†
j (Sje + Sji
1
η − SiiSie),
ξred = Cred
1
s−Ared ,
and Sred, Cred are as in the statement of the theorem.
5We now show that
∑
j=i,e C
†
j [Sje + Sji (η − Sii)−1 Sie] =
C†redSred. Now∑
j=i,e
C†j [Sje + Sji (η − Sii)−1 Sie]
= C†i [Sie + Sii (η − Sii)−1 Sie] + C†eSred
= C†i η (η − Sii)−1 Sie + C†eSred,
while C†redSred = C
†
i (η
† − S†ii )−1S†ieSred + C†eSred. How-
ever,
(η†−S†ii )−1S†ieSred = (η†−S†ii )−1S†ei(See+Sei (η − Sii)−1 Sie)
and using the identities S†iiSii+S
†
eiSei = 1, S
†
iiSie+S
†
eiSee =
0, this reduces to
(η† − S†ii )−1S†ieSred
= (η† − S†ii )−1
[
−S†iiSie + (1− S†iiSii) (η − Sii)−1 Sie
]
= (η† − S†ii )−1
[
−S†ii (η − Sii) + (1− S†iiSii)
] 1
η − SiiSie
= η (η − Sii)−1 Sie.
Therefore Ξred = Sred −
∑
j=i,e Cred
1
s−AredC
†
redSred, as
required.
For consistency, we should check that we have Ared =
− 1eC†redCred−iΩred with Ωred selfadjoint. Indeed, setting
A = − 12C†i Ci − 12C†eCe − iΩ and substituting in for Cred
and Ared we find after some algebra that
Ωred = Ω + Im
{
C†i Sii (η − Sii)−1 Ci
}
+Im
{
C†eSei (η − Sii)−1 Ci
}
.
The manipulation for this is trivial except for the calcu-
lation of the term of the form 12C
†
i XCi where
X = 1 + 2Sii (η − Sii)−1 − (η† − S†ii )−1S†eiSei (η − Sii)−1
≡ (1− ηS†ii )−1
[
Siiη
† − ηS†ii
] (
1− Siiη†
)−1
= 2iIm
Siiη
†
1− Siiη† = 2iIm
{
Sii (η − Sii)−1
}
where again we use the identity S†iiSii + S
†
eiSei = 1. 
In terms of the parameters (S,L,H) with S =(
Sii Sie
Sei See
)
, L =
(
Li
Le
)
=
(
Cia
Cea
)
and H = a†Ωa,
we have that the feedback system is described by the
reduced parameters (Sred, Lred, Hred) where
Sred = See + Sei (η − Sii)−1 Sie
Lred = Sei (η − Sii)−1 Li + Le,
Hred = H + Im
{
L†i Sii (η − Sii)−1 Li
}
+Im
{
L†eSei (η − Sii)−1 Li
}
. (13)
The same equations have been deduced in the nonlin-
ear case by different arguments [5]. Note the identity
Im
{
L†i Sii (η − Sii)−1 Li
}
= Im
{
L†i (η − Sii)−1 Li
}
.
Let U be a unitary operator on a fixed Hilbert space
H = H1 ⊕ H2 which decomposes as U =
(
U11 U12
U21 U22
)
.
The non-commutative Mo¨bius transform ϕ2→1U is the su-
peroperator. defined by
ϕ2→1U (X) = U11 + U12 (1−XU22)−1XU21
defined on the domain of operators X on H2 for which the
inverse (1−XU22)−1 exists. The transform ϕ2→1U maps
unitaries on H2 in its domain to unitaries in H1 [17].
In particular, Sred is unitary as it equals ϕi→eS (ξ) where
ξ = η−1 with η being unitary. We may expand the geo-
metric series to write
Sred = See +
∞∑
n=0
Seiξ (Siiξ)
n
Sie
which shows that Sred can be built up from contributions
from the various paths through the network. Likewise
Lred = Le +
∞∑
n=0
Seiξ (Siiξ)
n
Li,
Hred = H +
∞∑
n=0
Im
{
L†i (Siiξ)
n
Li
}
+
∞∑
n=0
Im
{
L†eSeiξ (Siiξ)
n
Li
}
.
IV. SYSTEMS IN SERIES
As a very special case of feedback connections we con-
sider the situation of systems in series. This is referred
to as feedforward in engineering.
ff ff ffe ee es2 s1r2 r1
figure 3: Cascaded systems
The individual transfer functions before the connection
e = (s1, r2) is made are given by Ξi =
[
Ai −C†i Si
Ci Si
]
with
Ai = − 12C†iCi − iΩi.and these may be concatenated to
give
Ξ =
A1 +A2 −C†1S1 −C†2S2C1 S1 0
C2 0 S2
 .
6To use the formula for the reduced transfer function
following connection, we must first of all identify the in-
ternal (eliminated) and external fields: here
bin =
(
bini
bine
)
=
(
bin2
bin1
)
,bout =
(
bouti
boute
)
≡
(
bout1
bout2
)
,
and (
Sii Sie
Sei See
)
≡
(
0 S1
S2 0
)
, Li ≡ L1, Le ≡ L2,
with trivially η = 1. The reduced transfer function is
then readily computed to be
Ξseries =
[
A1 +A2 − C†2S2C1 −
(
C†2S2 + C
†
1
)
S1
C2 + S2C1 S2S1
]
.
Likewise we deduce the relations
S = S2S1, L = L2+S2L1, H = H1+H2+Im
{
L†2S2L1
}
.
(14)
The same equations have been deduced in the nonlinear
case by different arguments [6].
A. Feedforward: Cascades
If the two systems are truly distinct systems, that is,
if they are different sets of oscillators, then we are in the
situation of properly cascaded systems [16]. In this case
one would expect that the transfer function to factor as
the ordinary matrix product Ξseries ≡ Ξ2Ξ1. We now
show that this is indeed the case.
Lemma: Let Ξj be transfer functions for mj oscilla-
tors coupled to n fields (j = 1, 2). If we consider the
ampliated transfer functions for m1 +m2 oscillators cou-
pled to n fields
Ξ˜1 =
( A1 00 0
) (
−C†1S1
0
)
(C1, 0) S1
 ,
Ξ˜2 =
( 0 00 A2
) (
0
−C†2S2
)
(0, C2) S2
 ,
then
Ξ˜series = Ξ2Ξ1. (15)
Proof: We compute this directly,
Ξ˜series =
( A1 0−C†2S2C1 −A2
) ( −C†1S1
−C†2S2S1
)
(C1, C2) S2S1

= S2S1 −(C1, C2)
(
s−A1 0
C†2S2C1 s−A2
)−1(
C†1S1
−C†2S2S1
)
,
with the inverse matrix equal to(
1
s−A1 0
− 1s−A2C
†
2S2C1
1
s−A1
1
s−A2
)
and expanding out gives the result
Ξ˜series =
∏
α=1,2
[
Sα − Cα (s−Aα)−1 C†αSα
]
.

V. BEAM SPLITTERS
A simple beam splitter is a device performing physical
superposition of two input fields. It is described by a
fixed unitary operator T =
(
α β
µ ν
)
∈ U (2):
(
bout1
bout2
)
=
(
α β
µ ν
)(
bin1
bin2
)
.
This is a canonical transformation and the output fields
satisfy the same canonical commutation relations as the
inputs. The action of the beam splitter is depicted in
the figure below. On the left we have a traditional view
of the two inputs being split into two output fields. On
the right we have our view of the beam splitter as be-
ing a component with two input ports and two output
ports: we have sketched some internal detail to empha-
size the scattering (superimposing) of inputs however we
shall usually just draw this as a “black box” component
in the following.
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Figure 4: Beam-splitter component.
To emphasize that the beam splitter is an input-output
device of exactly the form we have been considering up
to now, let us state that its transfer matrix function is
Ξbeam splitter =
[
0 0
0 T
]
≡ T.
Our aim is to describe the effective Markov model for
the feedback device sketched below where the feedback
is implemented by means of a beam splitter. Here we
have a component system, called the plant, in-loop and
we assume that it is described by the transfer function
Ξ0 =
[
A0 −C†0S0
C0 S0
]
.
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Figure 5: Feedback using a beam-splitter.
It is more convenient to view this as the network
sketched below.
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Figure 6: Network representation.
Here we have the pair of internal edges (s2, r3) and
(s3, r2). The transfer function for the network is
Ξunconn. =

A0 0 0 −C†0S0
0 T11 T12 0
0 T21 T22 0
C0 0 0 S0

with respect to the labels (0, s1, s2, s3) for the rows and
(0, r1, r2, r3) for the columns. This time the external
fields are bine = b
in
1 , b
out
e = b
out
1 ≡ T11bin1 + T12bin2 while
the (matched) internal fields are
bini =
(
bin2
bin3
)
, bouti =
(
bout2
bout3
)
≡
(
T21bin1 + T22b
in
2
S0bin3 + L0
)
.
That is
Sii =
(
T22 0
0 S0
)
, Sie =
(
T21
0
)
,
Sei = (T12, 0) , See = T11,
Li =
(
0
L0
)
, Le = 0, η =
(
0 1
1 0
)
.
Substituting into our reduction formula we obtain
S = T11 + (T12, 0)
( −T22 1
1 −S0
)−1(
T21
0
)
≡ T11 + T12 (1− S0T22)−1 S0T21,
C = (T12, 0)
( −T22 1
1 −S0
)−1( 0
C0
)
≡ T12 (1− S0T22)−1 C0,
Ω = Ω0 + Im (0, C†0)
( −T22 1
1 −S0
)−1( 0
C0
)
≡ Ω0 + ImC†0 (1− S0T22)−1 C0.
and so, when the connections are made, the transfer ma-
trix function is[
A0 − C†0S0T22C0 −C†0S0T21 − C†0S0 11−S0T22T22
T12
1
1−S0T22C0 T11 + T12
1
1−S0T22S0T21
]
,
Note that S = ϕ2→1T (S0) where ϕ
2→1
T (z) = T11 +
T12β
(
z−1 − T22
)
T21 is the Mo¨bius transformation in the
complex plane associated with T .
If we further set T =
(
α β
µ ν
)
, and x+ iy = S0ν, then
C†C =
∣∣∣∣ β1− S0ν
∣∣∣∣2 C†0C0 = 1− |ν|2|1− S0ν|2C†0C0
≡ 1− x
2 − y2
(1− x)2 + y2C
†
0C0,
ImC†0 (1− S0ν)−1 C0 = Im
{
1
1− x− iy
}
C†0C0
≡ y
(1− x)2 + y2C
†
0C0.
In particular, if we take a single oscillator in-loop with
S0 = eiφ0 , then we obtain S ≡ eiφ and the phase is
determined by the Mo¨bius transformation. If we further
have L0 =
√
γ0a, H0 = ω0a†a, we find that L ≡ eiδ√γa
and H = ωa†a where
γ =
1− x2 − y2
(1− x)2 + y2 γ0, ω =
y
(1− x)2 + y2ω0,
and δ is a real phase. In the specific case T =
(
α β
β −α
)
with S0 = 1, ω0 = 0 considered by Yanagisawa and
Kimura [3], we have x = −α and y = 0, therefore we
find
γ =
1− α
1 + α
γ0, ω = 0
which agrees with their findings.
An alternative computation of Ξ is given by the fol-
lowing argument. We consider the input-output relations
bˆouti =
∑
j=1,2
Tijbˆinj , bˆ
in
2 = Ξ0bˆ
out
1 + ξ0a0,
8and eliminating bˆout2 ≡ (1− T22Ξ)−1
[
T21bˆin1 + T22ξ0a0
]
yields
bˆout1 =
[
T11 + T12Ξ0 (1− T22Ξ0)−1 T21
]
bˆin1
+T21 (1− Ξ0T22)−1 ξ0a0.
That is
Ξ = T11 + T12
(
Ξ−10 − T22
)−1
T21 = ϕ2→1T (Ξ0) .
We remark that if T12 and T21 are invertible, then we
may invert the Mo¨bius transformation to get
Ξ−10 = T22 + T21
1
Ξ− T11T12.
To illustrate with a cavity mode in-loop, we take the
beam splitter matrix to be T =
(
α β
β −α
)
with α2 +
β2 = 1, and the transfer function Ξ0 (s) =
s+iω−γ/2
s+iω+γ/2 ,
then we find
Ξ =
α+ Ξ0
1 + αΞ0
=
s+ iω − 1−α1+α γ2
s+ iω + 1−α1+α
γ
2
.
VI. THE REDHEFFER STAR PRODUCT
An important feedback arrangement is shown in the
figure below.
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e
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Figure 7: Composite System
We shall now derive the matrices for this system taking
component A to be described
(
SA11 S
A
12
SA21 S
A
22
)
,
(
CA1
CA2
)
, ΩA
and B by
(
SB33 S
B
34
SB43 S
B
44
)
,
(
CB3
CB4
)
, ΩB . The operators of
systems A are assumed to commute with those of B. We
have two internal channels to eliminate which we can do
in sequence, or simultaneously. We shall do the latter.
here we have
See =
(
SA11 0
0 S44
)
, Sei =
(
SA12 0
0 SB43
)
Sie =
(
SA21 0
0 SB34
)
, Sii =
(
SA22 0
0 SB33
)
and
Le =
(
LA1
LB4
)
, Li =
(
LA2
LB3
)
, η =
(
0 1
1 0
)
.
The parameters are therefore
S? =
(
SA11 0
0 SB44
)
+
(
SA12 0
0 SB43
)( −SA22 1
1 −SB33
)−1(
SA21 0
0 SB34
)
,
L? =
(
LA1
LB4
)
+
(
SA12 0
0 SB43
)( −SA22 1
1 −SB33
)−1(
LA2
LB3
)
.
That is,
S?,11 = SA11 + S
A
12S
B
33
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
SA21,
S?,14 = SA12
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
SB34,
S?,41 = SB43
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
SA21,
S?,44 = S44 + SB43
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
SA22S
B
34.
While letting aA and aB be the modes in systems A and
B respectively,
L?,1 =
{
CA1 + S
A
12S
B
33
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
CA2
}
aA
+SA12
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
CB3 aB ,
L?,4 = SB43
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
CA2 aA
+
{
CB4 + S
B
43S
A
22
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
CB3
}
aB ,
and
H? = a
†
A (ΩA + ΛA)aA+a
†
B (ΩB + ΛB)aB +a
†
BΛBAaB ,
where
ΛA = Im
{
CA†2
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
CA2
+CA†1 S
A
12
(
1− SB33SA22
)−1
SB33C
A
2
}
,
ΛB = Im
{
CB†3
(
1− SB33SA22
)−1
CB3
+CB†4 S
B
43
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
SA22C
B
3
}
,
ΛAB = Im

CB†3
(
1− SB33SA22
)−1
SB33C
A
2
+CB†4 S
B
43
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
CA2
−CA†2
(
1− SA22SB33
)−1
SA22C
B
3
−CA†1 SA12
(
1− SB33SA22
)−1
CB3
 .
9VII. APPENDIX
A. Quantum Ito¯ Calculus
It is convenient to introduce integrated fields
Bi (t) ≡
∫ t
0
bi (s) ds,B
†
i (t) ≡
∫ t
0
b†i (s) ds,
Λij (t) ≡
∫ t
0
b†i (s) bj (s) ds.
Bi (t) and B
†
i (t) are called the annihilation and creation
process, respectively, for the ith field and collectively are
referred to as a quantum Wiener process. Λij (t) is called
the gauge process or scattering process from the jth field
to the ith field. A noncommutative version of the Ito
theory of stochastic integration with respect to these pro-
cesses can be built up. The quantum Ito¯ table giving the
product of infinitesimal increments of these process is
× dBk dΛkl dB†l dt
dBi 0 δikdBl δildt 0
dΛij 0 δjkdΛil δjldB
†
i 0
dB†j 0 0 0 0
dt 0 0 0 0
,
and we note the quantum Ito¯ product rule for adapted
stochastic integral processes [11]
d (XY ) = (dX)Y +X (dY ) + (dX) (dY ) .
The Ito¯ equation for the unitary process is then dV =
(dG)V where
dG =
n∑
i,j=1
(Sij − δij)⊗ dΛij +
n∑
i=1
Li ⊗ dB†i
−
n∑
j=1
L†iSij ⊗ dBj − (
1
2
n∑
i=1
L†iLi − iH)⊗ dt.
B. Dynamical Equations
Let Xt be a quantum stochastic integral, then the
product rule yields
d(V †t XtVt) = (dV
†
t )XtVt + V
†
t (dXt)Vt + V
†
t Xt(dVt)
+(dV †t )(dXt)Vt + (dV
†
t )Xt(dVt) + V
†
t (dXt)(dVt)
+(dV †t )(dXt)(dVt).
In the case where Xt = X ⊗ 1 ∈ B(h ⊗ E), a constant
operator on the system space h, we have dX = 0 so
d
(
V †t XtVt
)
=
(
dV †t
)
XVt + V
†
t X(dVt) + (dV
†
t )X(dVt)
= Vt†
(
S†kiXSkj − δijX
)
VtdΛjk
+V †t S
†
ki [X,Lk]VtdB
†
i + V
†
t [L
†
i , X]SijVtdBj
+V †t
{
1
2
L†k [X,Lk] +
1
2
[L†k, X]Lk − i [X,H]
}
Vt,
This is clearly the Heisenberg-Langevin equation from
section II.
The output fields are given by Bouti (t) = V
†
t Bi (t)Vt.
We also note that
d
(
V †t Bi (t)Vt
)
= dBi (t) + V
†
t (dBi (t))(dVt))
with all other terms cancelling on the right hand side,
leaving
dBi (t) + V
†
t (Sij − δij)VtdBj (t) + V †t LiVtdt
= V †t SijVtdBj (t) + V
†
t LiVtdt,
which is the desired input-output relation.
C. Stratonovich to Ito¯ Conversion
The Stratonovich form is dV = −i (dE) ◦ V where
dE =
n∑
i,j=1
EijdΛij +
n∑
i=1
FidB
†
i +
n∑
j=1
F †j dBj (t) +Kdt.
and we define the Stratonovich differential to be (dX) ◦
Y = (dX)Y + 12 (dX) (dY ) with the last term computed
using the Ito¯ table. We have the consistency condition
dV = (dG)V ≡ −i (dE)V − i2 (dE) (dG)V or
dG = −idE − i
2
(dE) (dG) ,
and using the table we see that
S − 1 ≡ −iE − i
2
E (S − 1)
L = −iF − i
2
EL
−1
2
L†L− iH = −iK − i
2
F †L
which can be solved to give the relations (3).
D. Analytic Properties of the Transfer Functions
In particular in the stable case (i.e., C invertible) the
transfer function Ξ is analytic on the closed right half
plane and unitary on the whole imaginary axis. In other
words, Ξ is a (matrix-valued rational) inner function.
Whenever appropriate, we may determine Ξ from its
(unitary) values on the imaginary axis by using the
10
Poisson integral formula (see Chapter 8 in [15]): For
x > 0, y ∈ R
Ξ (x+ iy) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
Ξ (iω)
x
x2 + (y − ω)2 dω.
Note that Ξ is also analytic at infinity (with value S),
hence if convenient we can always Cayley-transform it
to an inner function on the unit disc. Some immediate
consequences:
(a) ‖Ξ(s)‖ ≤ 1 if Re(s) ≥ 0 (operator norm, maximum
principle)
(b) Ξ maps the (vector-valued) Hardy spaces Hp into
themselves.
(c) If n = 1 (one input and one output field) then Ξ is
a scalar rational inner function. It is known that
all such functions are finite Blaschke products [15],
i.e., finite products of the special form Ξcavity in the
example above. In other words, such a system can
always be realized by finitely many systems of this
special form in series (compare Section 4).
The relevance of Hardy spaces and inner functions in
classical control theory is discussed in [17]. An introduc-
tion to operator-valued inner functions is given in [18].
In general, the real and imaginary parts of A need not
commute - that is, the commutator
[
C†C,Ω
]
need not
be identically zero. However, when this does occur we
always recover a multi-mode version of the cavity situa-
tion.
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